Siding and Window Estimates
Prospective customers typically ask for multiple estimates and
perform their own cost comparisons. Unfortunately, it is rare
when the estimates are truly comparable. What most salespeople
fail to disclose are the actual component breakdowns. The
differences in the estimates can leave some customers wondering
if they are being taken advantage of and/or doubting whether or
not they are getting a good deal.
There are many ways companies can cut corners on siding and
window installations to come up with a lower price and they do
not benefit the homeowner;
 Is your contractor insured with both Workers Comp and
General Liability?
 Is your contractor using the manufacturer recommended
accessories and installing per manufacturer specifications ?
 Is your contractor changing all vents, corner posts and
properly flashing all flash points ?
 Are you changing your own casing or is it being done by your
contractor ?
 Will your contractor honor their labor warranty? Will they
respond to callbacks?

Companies that cut corners to save five or ten percent on the job
can end up creating serious problems for the homeowner;
 Manufacturer warranties could be voided or at best
minimized.
 Can lead to damage to the inside of your home, your fascia,
soffits, wood siding, fiber cement siding, aluminum and vinyl
siding, windows inside and out, and could cause mold.
Contractors are aware that cutting corners will lead to problems.
If they are willing to cut corners, more than likely they are not a
reputable contractor and not concerned about the risk of
property damage. They may not honor their labor warranty and
come back if you have an issue. More importantly, will they still
be in business if and when you need them ?

PG Exteriors promise to our customers…
Our price will reflect quality workmanship per manufacturer
specifications, with a profit that enables us to fairly compensate
our workers and cover our cost of doing business. When you
review our pricing, you will find that not only are we competitive,
we include a detailed breakdown of all components of the work to
be performed and you can rest assured that our work will always
be performed per the manufacturer’s installation
recommendations which will maximize your warranties.

We take pride in all of our installations and will provide service
that is above and beyond your expectations. We continue to
grow our business by delivering a great job at a fair price. We
want the opportunity to work with you again in the future and
hope that you will refer PG Exteriors to your friends and
neighbors.

Your Estimate
Attached find your estimate. It is very precise and includes
everything required to perform the work at the highest possible
standards. You will not only have peace of mind, you will be able
to enjoy your home for many years to come.
Our Labor Warranty
 10 years on siding
 10 Years on windows
 Lifetime touchups and caulking to original owners on James
Hardie
Thank you for giving PG Exteriors the opportunity to provide you
with an estimate. Please feel free to contact me or my Operations
Director, Nick DeFrank, with any questions. We hope to earn your
business.

Kind regards,
Pete Galgano
Owner

